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ONESTO WATCH fd SUPER & THEONEMILANO BY CARLA MERCURIO AND ANGELA TOVAZZI

FABIO GAVAllI @ THEONEMILANO
Alongside its Fall-Winter
2020/2021 womens wear line,
Fabio Gavazzi unfurled his
first menswear collection,
made up of about 40 pieces.

JUÁREZ CAMACHO
@SUPER

After studying at the
Marangoni Institute
in Milan, the young
Mexican designer

created a Made in Italy
collection of leather
goods inspired by
the craftsmanship

and traditions of his '
country - reworked

with a modern spirit.

DIEGO M
@ THEONEMILANO
Winter coats took
centre stage. An
array dominated
by Mohair, 100%
Merino wool and
cashmere fabrics
Fall-Winter jackets
were showcased
in long and short

versions, enhanced
with original details
such as fur collars,
detachable pockets,
down inserts and
hideaway hoods.

THE NEW CONTEMPORARY
CHIC IS PLANET FRIENDLY
From outerwear to knitwear, from romantic dresses to shoes,
contemporary taste is the common thread of some selected proposals
seen at Super and TheOneMilano. Knitwear, outerwear, total looks
and accessories focus on materials, details and sustainable contents

' STREET BY OBLIQUE
' @ THEONEMILANO

Following the
I success of Oblique,
" the Bologna-based

company, Oblique
Creations Sri,
unveiled a new
collection, Street
by Oblique. An easy
wear label of 30
pieces, with an active
wear edge. After
opening a popup on
via Manzoni, Milan,
Oblique Creations
is planning a
monobrand store in
this same city.

IINDACO @ SUPER
Domitilla Rapisardi and Pamela

Costantini have targeted an
area of a luxury design centred

around circular economy:
recycled and recyclable heels

and insoles, biodegradable
linings and leather derived

from the food chain.

ZYNE @SUPER
Born in Casablanca, Zineb Britel
together with her friend Laura
Pujol founded a collection of
handmade shoes hand crafted
by local artisan women that
imbues Moroccan traditions with
contemporary fashion trends.

BE YOU -GÉRALDINE ALASIO
@SUPER
Made with 100%
cashmere, Be You is
made in Mongolia and
is the result of the
collaboration between
the Cashmere showroom
in Milan and designer
Géraldine Alasio.

DAPHNE MILANO
@ THEONEMILANO
Now in its third
year, Daphne

Milano revolves
around the

magic of the
dress, in jersey

for everyday
moments,

and in silks
printed with

floral designs,
silk velvets,

brocades
and lace for
someone
special.

NIP

AFTERLABEL @SUPER
From next winter's

collection, the
emerging designer
Alberto Premi will

be at the helm
of Aftertabel:
a brand with a

concept rooted in
high-performance

outerwear,
combining technical

materials and
quality details.
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